
Curious Collection

Curious Collection pushes the boundaries in every direction –

colour, touch and visual effects – to open daring new 

creative avenues in print and packaging design.

Distributed By Ball & Doggett



Extraordinary papers with saturated 

colours and unusual textures, in 4

unique surfaces.



Alchemy 

(NEW)

Metallics 

A natural wove surface and a 

palette from deepest black to 

pastel shades enhances 

shimmering metallic lustre of 

Curious Metallics.

Matter

With the silky texture of fine 

sand, Curious Matter is a 

beautiful contradiction whose 

matt surface comes in colours 

from muted to saturated.

Skin

In its sensual touch and matt 

visual effect, Curious Skin 

offers pleasure for the 

fingertips as well as the eyes, 

while remaining resistant to 

rubbing and fingermarks.

Translucents

Layering the clear, deep, pale 

or iridescent colours of the 

Curious Translucents range 

generates countless creative 

options.



Curious Metallics

A natural wove surface and a palette from deepest black to 

pastel shades enhances shimmering metallic lustre of Curious 

Metallics.



Each Curious Metallic sheet is the 

result of a sophisticated harmony 

between a unique shimmer pigment and 

the natural wove surface of the 

paper:

a. Subtle metallic shine : Irregular paper 

surface, uneven metallic effect pigments 

(MEP) distribution & light coat-weight

b. Differentiated reflectance effects: Mix of 

different MEP

c. Enhanced vivacity of colours: Mix of dyes and 

MEP in the coating mix

High

Quality
Curious Metallics                   

Competitors 

Curious Metallics 

Nude 



Curious Metallics papers and 

boards are rough, bulky, 

with a good resistance to 

abrasion and designed for 

Dry Toner & HP Digital 

Platforms. 

Also, the shimmering nature 

of its surface may be seen 

through the printing, 

creating a premium effect 

application.

Printing 

Reliability



Curious Metallics is a well 

establish range and it is 

the perfect choice for 

projects across the print 

and packaging creative ideas 

that benefit from an added 

metallic shimmer.

Trusted







Curious Matter

With the silky texture of fine sand, Curious Matter is a 

beautiful contradiction whose matt surface comes in colours

from muted to saturated.



Curious Matter, a tactile 

experience like no other. 

Its one-of-a-kind sandy yet 

silky touch make it unique on 

the market. 

 At the 1st touch it is very intriguing 

and rough

 At the 2nd touch you get addicted

 Then, you start imagining all its 

creative applications

Innovative

& 

Multisensorial



Curious Matter has a pallet of 

3 rich matt and homogeneous 

colours:

 The essentials: 

Goya White and Black 

Truffle

 The naturals: 

Grey

Differentiated

Colours



Rigid and with superior bulk, 

Curious Matter is available in 

270gsm which can be used on 

multiple applications:

 Business cards: stand out with a 

differentiated business card. 

 Invitations: it’s so heavy and rigid 

that you can forget the common 4-p 

folded invitation.

 Brochures: will bring a qualitative 

finish.

High

Quality



The unique texture of the paper 

is not lost even after applying 

various printing techniques.

 Protect from humidity and temperature

 Colours: a mock-up is recommended as 

some intense colours may transfer on 

other papers

 HP Indigo Certified 

 Suitable for Dry Toner Printing 

platforms

Printing 

Reliability



Curious Matter is trusted by 

many designers and brand 

owners.

It will enhance even the most 

minimalist designs and will 

add an extra value to your 

creations, setting them 

further apart form the rest. 

Trusted







Curious Skin

In its sensual touch and matt visual effect, Curious Skin 

offers pleasure for the fingertips as well as the eyes, while 

remaining resistant to rubbing and fingermarks.



Curious Skin is a smooth yet 

silky range with a distinct 

matt finish. It provides a 

genuine tactile experience 

inspired by human skin, and 

it offers pleasure for the 

fingertips as well as the 

eyes.

Innovative

& 

Multisensorial



Curious Skin has an 

attractive, vibrant, 

harmonious colour palette. 

Its extensive offer of 5 

colours ranges from light 

and subtle, to vivid and 

deep shades.

Differentiated

Colours



High

Quality

Curious Skin is resistant to 

rubbing and fingermarks. 

It is also suitable for most 

print techniques and have 

excellent runnability.



Curious Skin is the paper 

dream of any graphic 

creator.

Trusted







Curious Translucents

Layering the clear colour of the Curious Translucents range 

generates countless creative options.



High

Quality

Curious Translucent papers 

are clean, clear and 

functional. We pride on 

achieving extraordinary 

properties without harmful 

chemicals.



Curious Translucents is 

suitable for a vast array of 

original applications. Our 

papers can be folded, foil 

stamped, glued, embossed or 

printed through Dry Toner & 

HP Indigo platforms.

Printing 

Reliability



Curious Translucents offer a 

beautiful and enduring 

transparency feature which 

adds a layer of 

functionality or a new 

dimension to your art.

Trusted






